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Abstract—Security-critical applications on integrated circuits
(ICs) are threatened by probing attacks that extract sensitive
information assisted with focused ion beam (FIB)-based circuit
edit. Existing countermeasures, such as active shield, analog
shield, and t-private circuit, have proven to be inefficient and
provide limited resistance against probing attacks without tak-
ing FIB capabilities into consideration. In this article, we propose
an FIB-aware anti-probing physical design flow, which consid-
ers FIB capabilities and utilizes computer-aided design (CAD)
tools, to automatically reduce the probing attack vulnerability of
an IC’s security-critical nets with minimal extra design effort.
The floor-planning and routing of the design are constrained by
incorporating three new steps in the conventional physical design
flow, so that security-critical nets are protected by internal shield
nets with low overhead. Results show that the proposed technique
can reduce the vulnerable area exposed to probing on security-
critical nets by 100% with all critical nets fully protected for both
advanced encryption standard (AES) and data encryption stan-
dard (DES) modules. The timing, area, and power overheads
are less than 3% per module, which would be negligible in a
system-on-chip (SoC) design.

Index Terms—Computer-aided design (CAD), focused ion
beam (FIB), hardware security, probing attack, very large-scale
integration (VLSI) physical design.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN LIGHT of the increasing performance of integrated
circuits (ICs), society’s reliance on these electronic com-

puting systems is deepening. Meanwhile, various software and
hardware-based attacks are threatening the integrity and con-
fidentiality of security-critical information stored in ICs, for
instance cryptographic keys, firmware, communication cre-
dentials, device configuration, and private data. Solutions to
protect against cyber and noninvasive physical attacks, such
as buffer overflow and side channel analysis, have been
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widely explored; however, there is no sufficient investiga-
tion on countermeasures against physical probing attacks. In
a probing attack [1], the internal wires of security-critical
IC devices, such as smart cards, smart phones, military
systems, and financial systems, are physically tapped to
extract sensitive information. Even if the design is equipped
with protection mechanisms, an attacker is still likely to
bypass the protection and expose the signal nets carrying
security-critical information through focused ion beam (FIB)
systems [2]. FIB is a powerful circuit editing tool that can
mill and deposit material on silicon dies with sub-10-nm level
precision [3], [4]. Note that FIB’s resolution is keeping pace
with technology scaling; further, an attacker does not need
to purchase a new one. Instead, FIBs are available to rent or
purchase second-hand at low cost. In the Internet of Things
(IoT) era, the threat from probing is aggravated since there will
be a larger volume of low-end devices which are physically
accessible.

In recent literature, various countermeasures, e.g., active
shield [5], [6], analog sensors [7], [22], and t-private cir-
cuit [8], could be utilized to protect security-critical circuits
against probing attacks. Active shield is the most common
method, which detects milling by placing a dynamic signal
carrying wire mesh as a protective shield on the top-most
metal layer of the chip [5], [6], against front-side probing
attacks which occur from the passivation layer and through
upper metal layers. To detect the attack, a digital pattern is
transferred through the shield wires, and the received sig-
nals are compared with the same pattern from the lower
metal layers. If a mismatch at the comparator is detected, an
alarm will be triggered, which results in a security action,
such as erasure of sensitive information or shut-down of the
device. Unfortunately, large area and design overhead and rout-
ing congestion are imposed on the design by active shield.
Further, it can be easily disabled or bypassed by FIB’s circuit
edit capability as demonstrated in [11]–[13], [18], and [19].
Analog sensors, which measures analog parameters of the vic-
tim wires, such as capacitance and delay to detect the attack,
can be an alternative approach to active shield. However,
the main challenge for analog sensors is the low reliabil-
ity due to process variation in advanced technology nodes.
Weiner et al. [22] recently proposed CaLIAD to compensate
the manufacturing variations. Ishai et al. [8] proposed the
t-private circuit approach where a security-critical circuit is
transformed so that at least t + 1 probes are required within
one clock cycle to extract 1-bit information. Though t-private
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circuit increases the probing attack’s difficulty and time cost,
its O(t2) times area overhead for design transformation is
prohibitively expensive [9].

Existing countermeasures are ad hoc with inefficient pro-
tection, are not designed to counter FIB-based attack, and
require prohibitive area and design overhead [9]. Further, there
is no holistic and efficient approach that can be easily incorpo-
rated into conventional application-specific IC (ASIC) design
flow to protect security-critical circuits and nets from probing
attack. Therefore in this article, we make the following major
contributions to mitigate front-side probing attack.

1) A highly automated physical layout design flow that mit-
igates the threat of front-side probing attacks and is easy
to integrate into existing electronic design automation
(EDA) design flows.

2) An internal shield design that is not limited to top layer
and full-die area shapes, and does not require extra pat-
tern generator circuit, which dramatically reduces area
and routing overhead. Because the shield is placed on
an internal layer rather than the top layer, the shield is
far more difficult to reverse engineer, bypass, or reroute.

3) Instead of dedicated pattern generators, the proposed
shield design uses nets from existing functional design,
selected by a shield net identification metric. A method
is also developed to choose the best two layers for
multilayer shield designs based on the technology speci-
fications, which can provide better protection to security-
critical nets than single layer shield.

4) A metric is developed to identify security-critical nets
that are most likely to be targeted for probing attacks,
thus enabling a shield design that does not have to
cover entire die area. Such nets include those directly
connected to the security asset as well as nets in the
asset’s fanout from which sensitive information could
be derived.

5) The proposed approach is evaluated on advanced encryp-
tion standard (AES) and data encryption standard (DES)
modules using the exposed area (EA) metric proposed
in [13]. Results show that the vulnerable area exposed
to probing attacks decreases from 80% without shield
to zero for FIB aspect ratio smaller than 5, i.e., all
security-critical nets are completely protected or cov-
ered in AES and DES. The overhead is less than 3% for
timing, power, and area.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we provide background on probing attacks and related
research. In Section III, we present our probing-aware design
flow, including target/shield identification, shield layer selec-
tion, constrained layout, and EA calculation. The evaluation
results are provided in Section IV. Finally, we conclude in
Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Assets

An asset is an information resource worth protecting from
extraction by a would-be adversary [10]. Compromise of

assets could cause tremendous damage to intellectual prop-
erties (IPs), digital privacy, and digital rights management.
Examples of assets that are likely targeted in a probing attack
include the following [9], [10].

1) Keys: Private keys used for encryption/decryption
operations.

2) Firmware and Bitstream: Instruction codes of micro-
processors and configuration bitstream of field pro-
grammable gate arrays.

3) On-Device Protected Data: Sensitive information such
as financial data, personal health information, pass-
words, etc. stored on chip.

4) Device Configuration: Configuration data that controls
the access permission of a device or a module.

5) Cryptographic Random Number: Random numbers gen-
erated as keys, one-time pads, and initialization vectors.

B. Typical Probing Attack Steps

It is vital that assessment of a protective design should be
performed with full knowledge about the attack it intends to
prevent. Typical probing attacks [9] consist of these following
fundamental steps, all of which must be successful for the
attack to succeed.

1) Decapsulation.
2) Reverse engineering of the chip under attack.
3) Locating the target wires.
4) Exposing the target wires to probes.
5) Extracting target information from signals collected with

the probe.
To expose the chip die, the chip package needs to be par-

tially or fully removed depending on the occupied area of
attacker’s probing target wires. This is the first stage of most
invasive physical attacks, which requires sufficient practice
handling noxious chemicals, such as fuming nitric acid at
60 ◦C combined with acetone to remove plastic packages [1].
The attacker can also remove the copper plate mechanically
from the back-side to decapsulate the chip without chemical
etching.

Next, detailed design information could be extracted
through reverse engineering [2], which is the iterative pro-
cess of delayering and imaging to figure out the structure
and functionality of the chip. Identifying the assets nets,
such as encryption keys, is one of the most important job
for the step of reverse engineering in the case of probing
attack. The probing target wires’ (asset nets) locations can
then be figured out by one-to-one correspondence between
the netlist and layout. Reverse engineering can also help
determine whether the cut of a wire would impact the asset
extraction or not. Advanced automatic tools, such as ICWorks
from Chipworks [16], pix2net from [20], and ChipJuice from
Texplained [21], can perform netlist extraction automatically
from images of each layer captured through optical or scanning
electron microscopes (SEMs), which accelerates the reverse
engineering process to a great degree.

After the probing target nets have been identified by reverse
engineering step, the next step is physically locating the
metal wires associated with the target nets on the IC under
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Fig. 1. (a) FIB deposits platinum in the milling cavity to build conducting
path from target wire. (b) Deposited conducting path serves as electrical probe
contact.

attack. The main challenge of this step is that although the
attacker has located the probing target wires on the sac-
rificial chips during reverse engineering process, the target
coordinates obtained from previous experience may not guar-
antee the success of the attack because of the FIB kinetic
errors. Further, the attacker has to find the coordinates of the
point to mill at blindly on the chip under attack, because the
attacker cannot expose anything on the targeted device beyond
absolute necessity to help him locate target wires, which
requires a precise-enough kinematic mount, and fiducial mark-
ers (i.e., visual points of reference on the device) to base these
coordinates.

When the probing target wires are located on the chip under
attack, the next step is to expose the target wire and build
a conducting path for probing without damaging any other
parts of the circuitry, e.g., wires or vias surrounding the tar-
get wire, on the chip. Modern FIB systems, such as ZEISS
ORION NanoFab which can edit out obstructing circuitry with
5-nm level precision, may be used to accomplish this step.
First, a cavity is milled on the chip to expose target wires
on lower layer as shown in Fig. 1(a). Then, the gas injection
system (GIS) nozzle installed at the chip front-side surface will
release platinum (Pt) or tungsten (W) gas, whose atoms could
be deposited in the milling cavity to build a conducting path
that can serve as electrical probe contacts under the help of
high energy ion beam as shown in Fig. 1(b). FIB aspect ratio
is an important parameter for FIB system which is defined
as the ratio between the depth and diameter of the milling
hole. The larger of the aspect ratio, the narrower of the hole.
Modern FIB system, like ZEISS ORION NanoFab, can reach
the aspect ratio of ∼30 for milling. However, for depositing,
the metal gas atoms cannot get to the bottom of the milling
hole if the hole is too narrow because these atoms may block
the hole in the middle. So, a reasonable maximum aspect ratio
for depositing is ∼10 which is also the maximum FIB aspect
ratio considered in this article. The high resolution of modern
FIB systems implies that many probing attack countermea-
sures can be eliminated by simply cutting a few wires. Note
that an FIB equipped attack can typically place no more than

Fig. 2. Basic working principle of active shield and bypass attack on active
shield.

8 simultaneous probes to inject signals by a function generator
or capture signals by a logic analyzer.

The last step of probing attack is to extract the asset signal.
As long as the asset wires are properly exposed and connected
to the conducting path without triggering any probing alarms
from active or analog shields, the asset signals can be extracted
using a probing station. There are few difficulties for this step.
First, some software and hardware processes might need to
be synchronized and completed before the asset is available.
Further, the asset information may only exist for a very short
period, e.g., only few clock cycles. In addition, if the chip has
an internal clock source to prevent external manipulation, the
attacker will need to either disable it or synchronize his own
clock with it.

Each step can have a number of alternative techniques where
success with only one of them is necessary. For example,
locating target wires in layout can be done by reverse engi-
neering the design or with information from a similar IP core.
Obfuscation can force the attacker to spend more time on this
step, but if the IP is reused in another design it would allow
attacker to circumvent it.

C. Countermeasures and Limitations

In this section, we briefly review existing countermea-
sures against probing attacks, such as active sensor, analog
sensor, charge sensor, and t-private circuit, and list their
limitations.

Active shield is so far the most widely used countermeasure
against front-side probing attack. In this technique, a shield
carrying signal patterns is placed on the top-most metal layer
of the chip to detect FIB tampering. As shown in Fig. 2, a dig-
ital pattern is generated from a pattern generator, transmitted
through the shield wires on top-most metal layer (upper pur-
ple), and then compared with a copy of itself transmitted from
lower layer (lower purple). If an attacker mills through the
shield wires, a hole is expected to cut one or more shield wires,
thereby leading to a mismatch at the comparator and trigger-
ing an alarm to erase or stop generating sensitive information.
Despite its popularity, the biggest problem for active shield is
that they impose large design overheads, and are very vulner-
able to attacks with advanced FIBs. Aspect ratio is a measure
of the FIB performance defined as the ratio between milled
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hole depth and diameter [4]. A FIB with high aspect ratio
can penetrate the shield with a hole of smaller diameter by
leveraging the space between shield wires without damaging
the shield wires, which is called bypass attack. FIB’s deposit-
ing capability allows the attacker to implement reroute attack
which makes the shield wire free of cutting by rerouting a
copy path between identified equipotential points [11], [12].
When milling and depositing in nanometer scale and applied
on silicon ICs, state-of-the-art FIB systems can reach an aspect
ratio up to ∼10 [3]. Another problem with active shield
method is that at least an entire metal routing layer must
be dedicated to the shield, which does not go well with
designs with tight cost margin, or designs with few routing
layers.

An alternative approach to active shield is to construct an
analog shield or sensor. Analog sensors monitor parametric
disturbances, such as capacitance, RC delay, with the victim
wires. The probe attempt detector (PAD) [7] uses capacitance
measurement on selected security critical wires to detect addi-
tional capacitance introduced by a metal probe. Compared to
active shields, analog sensors require less area overhead. The
problem with analog sensors or shields is that analog mea-
surements are less reliable due to process and environmental
variations, a problem further exacerbated by feature scaling.
Weiner et al. [22] recently proposed CaLIAD to compensate
the manufacturing variations.

The t-private circuit technique is proposed in [8] based on
the assumption that the number of concurrent probe chan-
nels that an attacker could use is limited, and exhausting this
resource thereby deters an attack. In this technique, the cir-
cuit of a security-critical block is transformed so that at least
t + 1 probes are required within one clock cycle to extract
one bit of information. The major issue with t-private circuit
is that the area overhead involved for the transformation is
prohibitively expensive (O(t2)). In addition, generating and
protecting the random signals from being disabled by FIB is
nontrivial.

D. Threat Model

In this article, we restrict our focus on electrical probing
from the front-side, although our proposed technique also
applies to back-side attacks that occur through the silicon
substrate rather than top-level passivation targeting low-layer
interconnects. Back-side optical probing and attacks target-
ing gate diffusion silicides are based on an entirely different
mechanism and therefore out-of-scope of this article, which
will likely need another future work to address. The objective
of the adversary this article intends to deter is to extract assets
stored in a device through probing attacks with advanced cir-
cuit edit tools such as a FIB. We further assume a strong
attacker that has full layout information of the design from
either reverse engineering or bribing a rogue employee in the
foundry. The attack is assumed to be performed by milling a
cavity to expose the sensitive net, depositing a conductor in
the cavity to build a contact pad on chip surface, and probing
at the pad to extract sensitive information.

Fig. 3. Overall FIB-aware anti-probing physical design flow.

III. ANTI-PROBING DESIGN FLOW

Our objective is to develop an FIB-aware anti-probing phys-
ical design flow that incorporates automated security-aware
floor-planning, cell placement, routing, and evaluation into the
conventional flow in order to protect the security-critical nets
against front-side probing attacks. We shall accomplish this
by using a chip’s internal functional nets as “shield” nets on
upper layers to provide coverage for “target” nets (i.e., those
carrying asset signals) on lower layers in the design. Another
copy of shield nets will be routed in lower layers. Once at
least one shield net on upper layer is cut off in an attack, the
comparator will detect the mismatch between the signal on
upper shield net and the one from lower layer. An alarm will
be triggered to take the appropriate actions (e.g., terminate the
operation of the chip or remove all asset information). Note
that by leveraging the internal functional nets of the design
itself for protection without adding any extra large circuitry,
like the pattern generator and shielding circuit in active shield
approach, the overhead of our approach is very low. In addi-
tion, when shield nets are placed within internal metal layers,
they will be far more difficult for an attacker to bypass and
reroute than dedicated shields, like active shield which typi-
cally resides at top metal layer, since the metal wires above the
shield layer will be a huge obstacle to circumvent during the
attack. Also, our approach can complement those PAD-based
techniques, e.g., PAD can protect buses efficiently while our
approach can protect PAD and other nonbus circuits. Further,
the whole anti-probing physical design flow is implemented
using computer-aided design (CAD) tools, which means the
whole process could be completely automatic and uniform
for different designs so that the design overhead to build the
proposed internal shield will be very limited.

The overall workflow of our anti-probing physical design
flow is shown in Fig. 3. It brings into conventional ASIC
design flow three new steps. First, appropriate shield nets and
target nets are identified for optimal protection against prob-
ing attack. Sections III-A and III-B will illustrate the detailed
requirements and metrics to identify target nets and shield
nets, respectively. User input includes asset information and
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threshold values to identify target nets and shield nets. Then,
a comparator is inserted in the gate-level netlist of the original
design to detect the mismatch. The comparator itself is also
protected as potential probing target. The length of the com-
parator is determined by the number of shield nets needed for
the dedicated design. Both inputs of the comparator are con-
nected to the same source nets, but one is the exact shield
net from upper layer, while the other one is the copy form
lower layer. These will be implemented in the routing con-
straint step as illustrated in Section III-E. Selection of the
best layer for single layer shield and the best two layers for
multilayer shield will be discussed in Section III-C. Next,
floor-planning and wire routing of the design are constrained
to build the internal shield and provide protection on target
nets against probing attacks. Details of these procedures are
given in Sections III-D and III-E. At last, to evaluate the pro-
tection performance of shielded designs, the EA metric [13]
with additional realistic optimization is used as discussed in
Section III-F.

A. Target Net Identification

In this section, we discuss how we identify the nets which
are most likely to be targeted for probing. Nets that are con-
nected to assets are the most likely to be probed. In addition,
an attacker can also probe nets that are not directly connected
to an asset, but still contain valuable information from which
the asset can be derived. For example, let us assume that a
two-input xor gate where one input is connected to an asset,
e.g., encryption key, and the other input is connected to an
input that an attacker can control, e.g., plain-text. Then the
attacker can infer the asset by controlling the plain-text input
to logic 0 and probing the output of the XOR gate because the
asset input is consistent with the output when the other input of
the XOR gate is logic 0. Therefore, in addition to nets that are
directly connected to assets, other nets which can be exploited
to extract the asset also need to be protected against probing
attack. Since it is inefficient to protect all nets in an system-on-
chip (SoC), we develop a probing target identification metric to
rank the nets according to their ability to leak asset information
and therefore, the nets’ likelihood of being targeted for prob-
ing can be deduced. Note that this target identification metric
only applies for the possible information leakage (IL) from
pure signal propagation and simple logic combinations. Those
nets that can be used to derive asset information by compli-
cated mathematics process, e.g., the nets in the last round of
an encryption module for typical fault injection attacks are not
covered in the target identification metric. To protect this type
of nets against probing attack, these nets can be declared as a
kind of special assets in the user input.

Our anti-probing design flow first requires the designers to
input the name of nets/ports where the asset is located, e.g., the
name of key nets, as user input. Then our flow performs the
target net identification technique to identify all nets which
are likely to be targeted for probing attack. This technique
utilizes a target score (fTS(i)) metric to quantify the likelihood
of a net to be targeted in a probing attack. A higher value of
target score indicates the net is more likely to be targeted in

a probing attack. The attacker will prefer to probe those high
target score nets because he/she can reveal more information
with less effort on controlling signals from the net with higher
target score. For each net i in the circuit

fTS(i) = fIL(i)

fPD(i) + 1
(1)

where fIL(i) denotes IL and quantifies the amount of asset
information leaked by observing net i, and fPD(i) indicates
the difficulty to control the logic values of internal nodes to
avoid the asset signal being muted and propagate it to net i
based on the SCOAP controllability metric [15]. The +1 is
to avoid 0 value at the denominator. A larger value of fIL(i)
means more asset information can be leaked at net i. On the
other hand, a larger fPD(i) value indicates that it is more dif-
ficult to propagate an asset signal to net i. Hence, a higher
fTS(i) represents a higher likelihood of being targeted for
probing.

f IL(i) Calculation: IL of a net i quantifies how much sensi-
tive information can be directly inferred if this net is probed
and observed by the attacker. If k (0 or 1) is observed at net i,
the fIL.k(i) is defined as the number of asset bits that net i
is associated with divided by the number of possible logic
combinations of the associated asset bits to output k at net i.
The overall IL fIL(i) is the weighted summation of fIL.0(i) and
fIL.1(i) based on the probability of observing 0 and 1 at net i.
fIL(i) is calculated for each net and is evaluated on a gate-
by-gate basis from input to output. We use a two-input AND
gate, as shown in Fig. 4(a), as an example to present how
fIL(i) is derived. Note that a similar process is used to evalu-
ate fIL(i) for all types of standard cell gates. We classify the
IL calculation into the following three categories.

Case 1 (All Inputs Are Fanout Nets of Assets): In this case,
all inputs of the gate are associated with the assets. Fig. 4(b)
shows an example of case 1, where a0 and a1 are both asset
signals. If an attacker probes the net Z0, then he/she can extract
some information about the asset a0 and a1. We can use the
following four equations to calculate the IL at Z0 (fIL(Z0)):

fC,k(Z0) =
∑

Gate(m,n)=k

fC,m(a0) × fC,n(a1)

× (k, m, n ∈ {0, 1}) (2a)

fB(Z0) = fB(a0) + fB(a1) (2b)

fIL,k(Z0) = fB(Z0)

fC,k(Z0)
(2c)

fIL(Z0) =
1∑

k=0

fIL,k(Z0) × fC,k(Z0)

2fB(Z0)
= fB(Z0)

2fB(Z0)−1
(2d)

where k, m, and n is the logic value: 0 or 1; Gate(m, n) = k
is the gate function to make k at the output with two inputs
m and n [m AND n = k, in Fig. 4(b) example]. Six numer-
ical measures (k = 0 or 1) for input nets, e.g., a0 and a1,
are considered as shown in Table I. All measures for asset
nets (e.g., a0–a2) would be 1, while they would be 0 for
nonasset nets that lie outside of any asset propagation path
(e.g., n0–n2). These measures for nets in Fig. 4(b) are shown
in Table II. The IL calculation for other types of gates is sim-
ilar to AND gates. For all types of gates, (2a)–(2d) are the
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Fig. 4. AND gate examples. a0, a1, and a2 are asset signals. n0, n1, and n2
are non-asset signals.

TABLE I
MEASURES TO CALCULATE IL

TABLE II
IL MEASURES FOR NETS IN FIG. 4

same, while the Gate function needs to update accordingly.
However, the total fIL(Z0) (2d) is not a function of fC.0(Z0)

and fC.1(Z0), which means the total IL calculation for dif-
ferent types of gates is a uniform function of the number of
asset bits that the calculated net is associated with. Therefore,
only (2d) is needed to calculate the total IL for any net in the
circuit. If we want to know the specific IL when a specific
value, 0 or 1, is observed at net i, all four equations (2a)–(2d)
should be calculated.

Case 2 (One of the Inputs Is Fanout Net of Assets): In this
case, one input of the gate is associated with assets while
the rest input is controllable by the attacker. Fig. 4(c) shows
an example of case 2, where a2 is an asset net and n0 is a
nonasset net that is not associated with any asset but can be
controlled by an attacker. Here, the attacker can control n0
to observe a2 from Z1. Therefore, the IL for Z1 is the same
as asset input a2. The IL measures for nets in Fig. 4(c) are
shown in Table II.

Case 3 (No Input Is Fanout Net of Assets): In this case, both
inputs of the gate are nonasset signals that are not associated
with any asset. Fig. 4(d) shows an example of case 3, where
n1 and n2 are nonasset nets. Therefore, the IL for Z2 is 0.
The IL measures for nets in Fig. 4(d) are shown in Table II.

Case 4 (One of the Inputs Is a Noncontrollable Constant
Value): In this case, one input of the gate is associated with
assets while the rest input is a constant value which cannot
be controlled by attackers. There are two scenarios that may
happen. One is that the constant value will propagate the asset
signal to the output of the gate, e.g., if the constant value is 1
for an AND gate. In this case, the IL measures in Table I of the
gate output would be the same with the asset input. The other
situation is that the constant value will mute the asset signal,

TABLE III
TARGET SCORE CALCULATION FOR NETS IN FIG. 4

Fig. 5. Target score metric sample circuits. a0–a7 are asset signals. n0–n6
are non-asset signals.

TABLE IV
TARGET SCORE CALCULATION FOR NETS IN FIG. 5

e.g., if the constant value is 0 for an AND gate. Then, the IL
value of the gate output would be the same with a nonasset
signal which is 0.

fPD(i) Calculation: The fPD(i) quantifies the difficulty to
propagate asset information to net i using SCOAP combina-
tional controllability metric (CC0 and CC1) [15]. When both
inputs of a gate are fanout nets of asset which have nonzero
IL value [e.g., Fig. 4(b)], there is no need to control other nets
to propagate asset information to the output Z0. Therefore, the
fPD(Z0) for Z0 is set to 0. When one of the inputs is fanout net
of asset [e.g., a2 in Fig. 4(c)], to propagate a2’s information
to Z1, n0 needs to be 1. CC1n0 measures the 1-controllability
value for net n0. Assuming n0 is a primary input, the CC1n0
would be 1 and fPD(Z1) = CC1n0 = 1 for Z1. When net i
is located n stages after asset signals, the fPD(i) is the sum-
mation of n 1/0-controllability values of the nonasset input of
the gate for each stage to propagate asset information to next
stage.

Target Score Calculation: Table III shows the target score
calculation using (1) for Z0–Z2 in Fig. 4(b)–(d), assuming
n0–n2 are nonasset primary inputs. In Fig. 4(d), since both
inputs are nonasset nets without any IL, the target score for
Z2 is 0. Fig. 5 and Table IV show the target score metric cal-
culation on two sample circuits where different types of gates
and inputs are mixed. a0–a7 are asset signals while n0–n6
are nonasset primary inputs. In Fig. 5(a), the IL value (fIL(i))
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on a0 propagation path (a0-A0-B0-C0) stays at 1, the tar-
get score is decreasing due to the difficulty to control nets
(n0 = 1, A1 = 1, and B1 = 0) to propagate asset information
to next stage increasing. On the other hand, in Fig. 5(b),
all inputs are asset signals and the IL values decrease stage
by stage, which indicates they are less and less likely to be
targeted in probing attack.

To implement the target identification metric on a large cir-
cuit, the target score needs to be calculated from primary
inputs to the primary outputs. A flip-flop can be treated as
a buffer which maintains the target score and IL values as its
input. For those feedback nets, in the initialization stage, they
can be simplified as nonasset nets with zero target score and IL
values. With the process of target score calculation, they will
finally be assigned an updated value for target score and IL.
Considering the sensitivity of the asset and the acceptable pro-
tection overhead, we can set a threshold value for target score
to identify nets which are most likely targeted for probing
attack. Any net whose target score is larger than this thresh-
old value needs to be protected accordingly against probing
attack. It can be observed from Fig. 5 and Table IV that the
target scores for {C0, C1} are much lower than the other nets
closer to asset nets. Therefore, we may exclude {C0, C1} from
our target nets list, which indicates that only two level nets
after asset need to be protected against probing attack. By fur-
ther study, the target score threshold could be set to 0.125 to
guarantee the two level nets after assets are protected. So, we
would recommend the designers to set the target score thresh-
old to at most 0.125 to achieve the default protection against
probing attacks or lower to involve more target nets if the
budget allows.

Note that the asset should be identified by the chip designer
as a user input in the anti-probing design flow as shown in
Fig. 3. If one of the assets is not identified in the user input,
the target net identification metric would not be able to rec-
ognize the nets that can leak information of the unidentified
asset.

This article is mainly focusing on the protection against
probing attack. So, the target nets identification metric we
proposed here is mainly developed to identify target nets
in a probing attack. As a probing attacker, he/she tends to
directly read out the critical information from the probed
nets, which is the preferred nature of a probing attack with-
out additional complicated analysis used in SAT attack or
differential fault analysis (DFA). A universal target identi-
fication metric counting for a variety of attacks is out of
the scope of this article because the principle to identify
the target nets for various attacks differs a lot. Therefore,
our metric is not intelligent enough to consider all types of
attacks. For those nets that might be utilized to infer asset
information through complicated mathematical analysis, e.g.,
the intermediate nets of an encryption/decryption process used
in DFA technique, they are not covered by the target net
identification metric. However, these nets can also be pro-
tected in our methodology by declaring them in the user
input as part of “asset” or setting the target score threshold
to 0 to protect all fan-out nets of the keys against probing
attack.

B. Shield Net Identification

One unique feature that distinguishes our proposed anti-
probing physical design flow from previously proposed tech-
niques is the adoption of internal functional nets of the design
as shield to protect target nets against probing attack. Existing
active shield countermeasures are vulnerable to bypass attacks
and reroute attacks [9], [11], [12], [18], [19] because the
shield at the top-most layer is relatively easy to access and
manipulate. In addition, more advanced active shields require
cryptographically secure pattern generators [5], which them-
selves are sources of vulnerability and additional overhead. In
contrast, utilizing internal functional nets provides the follow-
ing major advantages. First, they will be routed within internal
layers of the chip and therefore far more difficult to bypass and
reroute. Second, the design itself will generate these signals
alleviating the need for pattern generation, which will save the
major area overhead introduced by active shield pattern gen-
eration. In this design, we develop a technique for identifying
which internal nets can be utilized as shielding nets (covering
nets). We define the following five requirements along with
associated metrics as follows.

1) Target Score: The shield nets should not carry any asset
information since they are not protected and could be
probed. The prior target score approach can be inverted
to identify nets that carry the least sensitive information.

2) Toggle Frequency: The shield nets should have a rel-
atively high toggling rate so that an attacker cannot
replace them with a constant value after cutting them.

3) Switching Probability: It should be difficult to predict the
signals on shield nets, which requires the probability of
the net being 1 or 0 to be balanced.

4) Controllability: The attacker should not have control
over the shield nets. Otherwise, the shield can be repli-
cated with the controlled value, allowing the attacker
to freely perform the attack. The SCOAP controllability
value [15] can be used for this feature and should be as
high as possible.

5) Delay Slack: Using internal nets as shield nets should
not impact the critical path delay and the design’s
performance. As discussed in the later sections, shield
nets will need to be extended and moved to cover tar-
get nets in the design, which will hurt the timing of the
paths that the shield net belongs to. Hence, they should
not lie on critical paths.

For each of the aforementioned shield requirements, a
threshold value of corresponding metric should be determined
to maximize the coverage on target nets and minimize the
vulnerabilities and impacts from shield nets. The final shield
candidate nets will be the intersection of the five net col-
lections which satisfy the threshold values for each shield
requirement.

C. Best Shield Layer

After appropriate shield nets are identified, the metal layer
in the chip layout to route these shielding nets needs to be
determined. In this article, we build two types of shield struc-
tures: 1) single layer shield and 2) two layer parallel shield.
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Fig. 6. Calculations for shield security and dfaredge.

For single layer shield, We assume a milling scenario using
FIB technology as shown in Fig. 6, where colored bars are
used to represent cross sections of metal wires on different
routing layers. For the sake of argument, assume target wires
(red) in the figure are on layer n, shield wires (purple) on layer
n + q, and the attacker wishes to probe at one of the wires on
target layer n to extract sensitive information. The hollowed-
out cone (white) shown in the figure represents a cavity milled
with FIB equipment. One known exploit on active shields is to
create a reroute between identified equipotential points by cir-
cuit editing with FIB, so that the net would not become open
when parts of the wires are removed [12]. This forces active
shield designs to only use parallel wires with minimum spac-
ing and widths [5] to maximize the attack complexity, because
the shield with elbows (snake-like) may create a short path for
reroute with a long section of the shield wire disabled.

From a layout point of view, active or analog shield design-
ers are interested in the scenario where the attacker would
make a mistake and leave a detectable footprint. To minimize
the effect of the milling process, the attacker is likely to place
the milling cavity in the center of two adjacent shield wires
as shown in Fig. 6. To avoid affecting the normal signal trans-
mission of shield wires, the attacker will avoid completely or
partially cutting any shield wires. Further, a minimum space,
Ss2h, is left between the shield wire and the milling cavity, as
shown in Fig. 6, to minimize the effect of changed parasitic
capacitance during the attack on the timing of shield wires. In
order to account for the limitations of lithography and metal-
ization as well, Ss2h is set to the same value with the minimum
distance between metal wires as provided by the design rule of
the technology. In addition, because of the process variation,
the shield wires may be wider or thinner than the ideal wire
width. Hence, to guarantee the minimum space between the
shield wire and the milling cavity, an additional process vari-
ation margin (Mpv: typically 10% of the wire width) is added
to the width of shield wire as shown in Fig. 6.

These restrictions create a maximal milling hole diameter
limit on shield layer

Dhole < Ps − Ws − 2Mpv − 2Ss2h (3)

where Ps is the pitch size of shield layer, Ws is the ideal width
of shield wires, Mpv is the process variation margin of shield
wires, and Smargin is the minimal space between the shield

TABLE V
SHIELD SECURITY IN SAED 32-nm LIBRARY

wire and the milling cavity which can be determined by the
minimal space between metal wires defined by the technology
design rule. The milling hole diameter is determined by

Dhole = Ds2t

RFIB
(4)

where Ds2t is the depth from shield layer to target layer, and
RFIB is the aspect ratio of FIB, which is defined as the ratio
between FIB depth Ds2t and diameter Dhole as shown in Fig. 6.
Therefore, the maximum FIB aspect ratio that the shield could
protect against, which is termed as shield security [19], can
be modeled as

RFIB,max = Ds2t

Ps − Ws − 2Mpv − 2Ss2h
. (5)

The higher the shield security (RFIB,max) value is, the better
the single layer shield is. The shield security can vary depend-
ing on shield layer, target layer, width of shield wire, and other
layout technology parameters. Therefore, different technology
libraries might lead to different shield security and different
best shielding layer through (5). Table V shows the shield
security calculated from SAED 32-nm library. As we can see,
shield layer 6 has the best shield security for target nets on
layers 3 and 4, and also good for target on layers 1 and 2.
Though shield layer 4 is better than layer 6 for target nets
on layers 1 and 2 in terms of shield security, it requires to
route all target nets within only two layers (layers 1 and 2) to
take this advantage, which may cause serious routing conges-
tion. Hence, layer 6 is the overall optimal shield layer with
excellent shield security and sufficient space left for routing
of target nets for single layer shield designs. Therefore, in
our single layer internal shield implementation, shield nets
are routed on metal 6 and target nets are routed under metal 4
(metal 4 included). Compared to the conventional active shield
approach whose shield wires are routed on the top-most layer
(metal 9), the shield security for the best case of active shield
(target on metal 1, shield on metal 9) is only 3.26, which is still
less secure than the worst case of internal shield on M6 (target
on metal 4, shield on metal 6) whose shield security is 3.61.
In addition, the internal shield routed on metal 6 is more resis-
tant to reroute attack where a shield path is duplicated between
two equipotential points, and bypass attack where the shield
is bypassed by leveraging the space between adjacent shield
wires, since the wires beyond shield layer (layers 7–9) become
huge obstacles to the attack.

Shield security is a very simple and useful metric to deter-
mine the best layer for single layer shield. However, it might
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Fig. 7. Section view of a two layer staggered parallel shield.

not be appropriate for multilayer shield structures, e.g., two-
layer parallel shield, because adding an extra layer of shield
might not increase the maximum FIB aspect ratio that the
shield can protect against resulting in the same shield security
value. Though multilayer shield might improve the protected
ratio against a specific FIB, as long as this ratio is not 100%
the shield security will not be improved because it requires
full protection. Therefore, to determine which layers are good
for two-layer parallel shield, we propose the shield coverage
metric.

Let us consider the two layer staggered parallel shield on
M6 and M8 as shown in Fig. 7. The pitch size on M8 is
twice of M6 as defined in SAED 32-nm library, and they have
50% offset to maximize the protection. The shield coverage
is defined as

Coverage = Protected Region

Period
= Period − Exposed

Period
. (6)

The period is the pitch size of the upper shield layer (Pm8)
because typically the upper layer has a larger pitch size than
the lower layer. The exposed is the region on target wires that
is free to probe without triggering the shield alarm, which can
be calculated as

Exposed = 2 × E1 +
(

Pupper

Plower
− 1

)
× E2 (7)

where Pupper and Plower are the pitch size of upper and lower
shield layers (Pm8 and Pm6 in Fig. 7), and E1 and E2 are two
types of exposed region as shown in Fig. 7) and are defined
as

E1 = 1

2
Plower − 1

2

(
Wupper + Wlower

) − (
Slower + Supper

)

− 1

2

(
Dupper + Dlower

)
(8a)

E2 = Plower − Wlower − 2Slower − Dlower (8b)

where Wupper and Wlower are the metal width of upper and
lower shield layers (Wm8 and Wm6), Supper and Slower are the
space between shield wire and milling cavity (Sm8 and Sm6
which can be determined by the minimal metal space defined
by the technology design rules), and Dupper and Dlower are the

Fig. 8. Shield coverage of different shield designs in SAED 32-nm library.

milling cavity diameter on the upper and lower shield layers
(Dm8 and Dm6) which can be calculated using (4).

The higher of the shield coverage, the better of the two-layer
parallel shield design. As illustrated in (7) and (8), the shield
coverage depends on many factors defined by the technology
and the selection of shield and target layers. Fig. 8 shows the
shield coverage of different two-layer staggered parallel shield
designs using SAED 32-nm library. From the figure, we can
see that all two-layer shield designs perform better than the
single layer shield on M6 design (black curve) especially when
RFIB is high. Though the two-layer shield on M5 and M6 is
theoretically optimal for shield coverage, it brings a practical
issue, routing congestion, due to the small pitch size on M5.
Therefore, the shield on M6 and M8 (second best in shield
coverage) are implemented for evaluation in the later sections.

D. Floor-Planning Constraints

In conventional design flows, CAD tools perform floor-
planning to optimize timing, power, and area. In an original
design as shown in Fig. 9(a), target nets and the blocks con-
taining them (red) are distributed randomly throughout the
design. It is neither easy nor efficient to protect them with
such placement. It might also require more shield nets than
available. A more advantageous approach is to constrain them
into a regularly shaped region, e.g., a rectangle, as shown in
Fig. 9(b). This can be implemented by enumerating all gates
connected to target nets, and then creating a floorplan group
to constrain their relative placements. The location of this
floorplan group is chosen to remain as close to its original
placement to reduce the impact on performance. The optimal
dimensions of this floorplan group are found by extracting all
gates and nets involved into a sub-layout where only these
gates and nets are placed and routed.

The comparator is used to detect the attack by comparing
the shield signal from upper layer and another copy from lower
layer. So the comparator nets should also be protected like tar-
get nets because if these nets are tampered to maintain a static
value the testability of the shield nets will be compromised.
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Fig. 9. (a) Irregular blocks (red) of sensitive target nets. (b) Reshape the
sensitive target blocks to one regular rectangle block (red), shield candidate
block (blue), and comparator block (green). (c) Shield gates (blue) are divided
into shield nets driver block and shield nets load block. (d) Shield gates are
placed surrounding the target and comparator blocks which will be covered
by shield nets.

Hence, the comparator gates (green) are constrained in a floor-
plan group besides the target block as shown in Fig. 9(d). The
comparator is XNOR based, which is designed to output 1
when there are no attacks, and optimized by design compiler
for less area.

Unlike target nets, we divide the gates connected to shield
nets into two separate floorplan groups: 1) shield nets driver
group and 2) shield nets load group as shown in Fig. 9(c).
Our proposed shield net identification metric ensures that the
performance overhead due to our constrained floor-planning is
minimal. Both shield nets driver group and load group (blue)
are constrained at opposite ends of the expected shielding area
(target and comparator block) as shown in Fig. 9(d), so that
routing of shield nets crosses the target area and therefore
provides vertical protection from milling/probing. The shield
nets load group should be placed at the comparator’s side. So
that the received signals from shield nets could be compared
in the comparator. The driver and load gates of the shield nets
are buffers. Larger buffers are used for drivers to provide better
driving capability for the long shield nets.

E. Routing Constraints

In addition to creating floor-planning constraints, wire-
routing constraints are also necessary to protect the device
against probing attacks with large aspect ratio FIB. Aspect
ratio of FIB is defined as the ratio between depth D and
diameter d, as shown in Fig. 10, of a milled cavity and is an
important measure of FIB performance [13]. A larger aspect
ratio results in a milling cavity of smaller diameter on the
top-most exposed layers, and therefore has less impact on
the protective circuitry. Section III-C has revealed the best

Fig. 10. Routing layer constraints for target and shield nets.

shield layers for single layer shield design and two-layer par-
allel shield design to maximize the protection against probing
attack. Further, routing target nets in lower layer can also
increase the chance to be protected from other nonshield
internal function nets in the design. In this article, we route
shield nets on M6 (M9 is the top layer) for single layer shield
design, route shield nets on M6 and M8 for two-layer parallel
shield design, and route target nets and comparator nets under
M4 (M4 included) to get an optimal protection as shown in
Fig. 10. Further, another copy of the shield nets, which is the
other branch of the driving buffers of the shield nets, are also
routed under M4 to be compared with the genuine shield nets
on the upper layers at the comparator.

F. Exposed Area Calculation

To assess the design’s vulnerability to probing attacks,
Shi et al. [13] proposed an EA metric by assuming that a
complete cut of one shield wire is required for the detec-
tion of the attack. However, it is too conservative in several
aspects. The first is assuming only complete cuts will be suf-
ficient for detection. In reality, as soon as a minimum cross
section of a cut wire to ensure correct signal transmission on
the shield wires is violated, the attack is likely detected by
active shield. Further, even if the milling cavity does not touch
the shield wires, the changed parasitic capacitance due to the
close distance between the shield wires and the milling cav-
ity could possibly result in significant delays on shield wires
especially in the low power designs, and thus trigger the alarm
of an active shield by violating the setup time of flip flops. In
addition, the attackers will probably not try to challenge the
sensitivity of the shield. They will always set a margin for the
potential timing violation, and also the FIB errors or opera-
tion mistakes. So, a space margin between the shield and the
milling hole is necessary for attackers to improve the attack
success rate. A more realistic model for detection is shown in
Fig. 6, i.e., the probing attack can be detected if the center of
milling exists within dfaredge from the far edge of the shield
wire, where

dfaredge = Ds2t

2RFIB
+ Ws + Ss2h + Mpv (9)

where Ds2t, RFIB, Ws, Smargin, and Mpv are defined in
Section III-C. Equation (9) shows the possibility to find the
area which milling center should not fall inside. We term this
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Fig. 11. EA calculation.

Fig. 12. Grouped and reshaped target gates, comparator gates, and shield
gates in AES.

area the milling exclusion area (MEA). The desired EA will
be its complement projected on the target layer.

Fig. 11 shows how the EA can be found for any given
target wire and covering wires on higher layers which are
capable of projecting the MEA. Assuming the white region is
the targeted wire at lower layer of a layout and the green and
purple regions are the covering wires at upper layers above the
targeted wire, the shaded region is the MEA, which indicates
that if the milling center falls in this area then the attack will be
detected. Hence, the complement area of MEA is the desired
EA that will not cause any risk to be detected. The EA can
vary according to the different aspect ratio of FIB, since the
diameter of the cavities milled by FIB with different aspect
ratio is different. Larger EA in the design represents more
vulnerable to probing attacks.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, the proposed FIB-aware anti-probing physi-
cal design flow is evaluated to find out how efficient the design
flow can be and how much area in the design is vulnerable
to probing attacks. For this purpose, layout of AES and DES
crypto-cores are selected for the evaluation of the proposed
design flow.

A. Implementation of Proposed Design Flow

The DES and AES modules used are from OpenCores [14].
They are described in register-transfer level (RTL) code and
synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler with Synopsys
SAED 32-nm technology library. The layout of AES and DES
modules are generated and constrained using Synopsys IC
Compiler. The asset in the AES and DES modules is taken to
be the encryption key (128 bits for AES and 56 bits for DES),
which is hardcoded in the design.

TABLE VI
THRESHOLD VALUES FOR SHIELD NETS IDENTIFICATION IN AES

The target score metric illustrated in Section III-A is used to
identify the probing target nets in the AES and DES modules.
The target score threshold value is set to 0.125 (target score for
asset net is 1, for nonasset net is 0), which results in nets within
two levels after the asset nets being identified as probing target
nets. Hence, 384 nets for AES and 200 nets for DES, including
key nets are probing target nets in the two designs. Further,
gates connected to target nets are grouped and reshaped into a
rectangular target block as shown in Fig. 12 (red). In addition,
a 64-bit comparator is inserted in the AES and DES designs.
Comparator gates are also grouped and reshaped into a rect-
angular block besides target gates block as shown in Fig. 12
(green).

Table VI shows the metrics and threshold values used to
identify shield nets in AES module to cover target block. The
Min. and Max. columns shows the minimum and maximum
value measured in the design for each metric. The Best col-
umn indicates the optimal value as shield net for each metric.
The optimal value for the metric of shield nets are the min-
imum values of target score and delay slack; and maximum
values of Togg. Rate, CC0, and CC1. The Percentage column
presents percentage of all nets that are picked for each met-
ric. The Threshold column indicates the threshold values for
each metric, which are determined to offer a balanced trade-
off between security and overhead. Hence, 136 nets in AES
module and 118 nets in DES module, which meet all require-
ments of shield metrics, are identified as shield candidate nets
for both designs. The final number of shield nets used for
building the internal shield depends on the area on chip that
needs to be protected against probing attack and the structure
of the shield (single layer or two-layer). In our implementa-
tion, 64 and 56 shield nets are used to build the single layer
internal shield for AES and DES, respectively. Therefore, in
AES module, 64 driver gates and 64 load gates connected to
the shield nets are reshaped into two groups, respectively, and
placed at the opposite ends of target and comparator block as
shown in Fig. 12 (yellow). Fig. 13 shows the routing of target
nets [Fig. 13(a)], shield nets [Fig. 13(b)], and their layer dis-
tribution [Fig. 13(c) and (d)] in the AES layout. Target nets,
comparator nets, and shield nets copy are constrained in the
reshaped target and comparator block and routed under M4 as
discussed in Section III-E. Most shield nets are routed on M6
to provide optimal coverage.

In addition to the single layer internal shield designs, two-
layer staggered parallel shield [18], which utilizes two routing
layers to build the parallel shield with some offset between dif-
ferent layers, can provide better protection. Fig. 14(a) shows
an example of the two-layer staggered shield on M6 and M8.
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Fig. 13. (a) AES shield gates (yellow), target gates (red), and highlighted
target nets under M4 (white). (b) AES shield gates (yellow) and highlighted
shield nets on M6 (white). (c) Target nets layer distribution. (d) Shield nets
layer distribution.

Fig. 14. (a) Diagram of two-layer staggered shield on M6 and M8.
(b) Placement of target gates (red), comparator gates (green), and shield gates
(yellow). Routing of (c) target nets, (d) shield nets on M6, and (e) shield nets
on M8.

The pitch size on M8 is 2 times of the pitch size on M6 in
SAED 32-nm library, which results in that the shield density
on M8 being half of the shield density on M6. The 50% offset
is set between the shield wires on M6 and M8 to maximize
the protection. Fig. 14(b) shows the placement of target gates
(red), comparator gates (green), and shield gates (yellow).
Fig. 14(c)–(e) shows the routing of target nets, shield nets
on M6, and shield nets on M8, respectively.

Besides the baseline single layer shield design and two-layer
parallel shield design as illustrated above, we also implement
four extra different designs for AES and DES, respectively, to
show the high efficiency of our anti-probing physical design

TABLE VII
DESCRIPTION OF IMPLEMENTED DESIGNS FOR AES AND DES

Fig. 15. (a) Diagram of a conventional active shield. (b) Layout of the
implemented conventional active shield on AES.

TABLE VIII
CONFIGURATION AND OVERHEAD OF DIFFERENT

AES AND DES DESIGNS

flow. Table VII shows the description of implemented six dif-
ferent designs for AES and DES. Design no. 1 is the original
design using conventional place and route flow without any
protection against probing attack. Design no. 2 is the baseline
single layer shield on M6 as illustrated before. Design no. 3
decreases the target score threshold from 0.125 to 0.01, which
involves more target nets protected under the internal shield.
Design no. 4 includes those common fault injection target nets
in the asset declaration, so that the nets vulnerable to fault
injection attack are also protected under the shield. Design
no. 5 is the two-layer staggered parallel shield as shown in
Fig. 14. Design no. 6 is the conventional active shield design
with a lightweight Simon cipher inserted as the shield sig-
nal pattern generator [5]. Fig. 15 shows the diagram of a
conventional active shield [Fig. 15(a)] and the layout of the
implemented active shield on AES [Fig. 15(b)]. The number
of total gates, target nets, and target gates for different designs
are listed in the third, fourth, and fifth columns of Table VIII.

Table VIII also shows the timing, power, area and routing
overhead of all these designs compared to the original AES
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Fig. 16. EA in (a) AES and (b) DES. Percentage of fully protected target
nets in (c) AES and (d) DES.

and DES without any constraints. Note that design nos. 2 and 5
have the same number of total gates, target nets, and target
gates, but they are implemented with different shield structure
as shown in Table VII. As a result, their overhead is different.
As we can see from the table, the overhead of the baseline sin-
gle layer shield (design no. 2) is less than 3% for both AES
and DES in timing, power, and area. In addition, the timing,
power, and area overhead of all internal shield approaches
(design nos. 2–5) are all less than 6% even with lower target
threshold (design no. 3) or including fault injection target nets
(design no. 4), which indicates that even if we increase our
security standard to protect more sensitive nets against prob-
ing attack, the overhead is still acceptable and not increased
too much. Further, if considering the overhead to an SoC,
this amount of overhead could be completely ignored since
AES or DES module is just a very small portion in an SoC.
However, the conventional active shield approaches (design
no. 6) have ∼400% overhead in power, area, and routing,
which is much larger than our internal shield designs, because
it requires the insertion of shield signal pattern generator and
other supporting circuitry, e.g., FSM.

B. Exposed Area

The proposed internal shielding approach against probing
attack is evaluated by the EA metric illustrated in Section III-F.
Fig. 16(a) and (b) shows the normalized EA of all types
of designs in Table VII for AES [Fig. 16(a)] and DES
[Fig. 16(b)]. The EA is calculated across FIB aspect ratio
from 1 to 10. As the FIB aspect ratio increases, the EA for all
designs will also increase since dfaredge decreases with larger
FIB aspect ratio as shown in (9), which results in smaller MEA
and thus larger EA. By using the proposed anti-probing design
flow, the EA of all internal shield designs (design nos. 2–5)
can be reduced to 0 for both AES and DES when the FIB
aspect ratio is low. Even with the advanced FIB (aspect ratio
is 10), the EA of baseline single layer shield (design no. 2)
and two-layer shield (design no. 5) can be reduced at least to
5% and 2%, respectively, for both AES and DES. Fig. 16(c)

and (d) shows the percentage of fully protected target nets for
all designs. We define a net that is fully protected as one that
does not have any EA. From Fig. 16(c) and (d), almost 100%
of target nets for all internal shield designs (design nos. 2–5)
are fully protected when RFIB ≤ 6, while less than 20% of tar-
get nets are fully protected for original AES and DES designs
when RFIB = 6. With the advanced FIB, there are still 50% and
60% of target nets fully protected under two-layer staggered
shield (design no. 5) for AES and DES, respectively, which is
about five times more than the original AES and DES designs.
For design nos. 2–4 with same single layer shield protection
but different target nets configuration and increasing overhead
as shown in Table VIII, Fig. 16(c) and (d) shows that they have
similar security performance which indicates that our internal
shield design flow can provide guaranteed protection with dif-
ferent target nets configuration. Compared with internal shield
designs, conventional active shield designs (design no. 6) can
only reduce the EA to ∼40% and increase the number of
fully protected nets by about two times, which is not efficient
as shown in Fig. 16(a)–(d).

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented the FIB-aware anti-probing
physical design flow, which incorporates three security-critical
steps in the conventional physical design flow. The floor-
planning and routing of the design are constrained to provide
coverage on asset nets through internal shield. Evaluations on
AES and DES modules show that the total vulnerable EA to
probing attack of the anti-probing design can be decreased by
100% compared to original design with all target nets fully
protected, while the performance of the conventional active
shield approach is inefficient. In addition, the general over-
head of all internal shield designs are less than 6%, which
can be totally ignored in an SoC.

Moreover, due to the unavoidable and stochastic wire shift,
process variation, and probe tip shift, the effective probing
area will shrink further, which makes the probe-able target
area on the chip even more limited. When FIB aspect ratio
is high, even if all probe-able asset nets could be compro-
mised, there are still considerable asset nets (>50%) that are
fully protected. For long-bit assets like keys, extracting the
remaining asset information is still exponentially difficult. In
the future work, we will apply our anti-probing design flow
to SoCs which contain more types of asset needing to be pro-
tected and propose effective countermeasure against back-side
probing attack.
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